FINALLY!
An Engineering Association
that works FOR engineers.

AEA: Engineers Working for Engineers.

AEA is dedicated to the enhancement of the engineering profession and U.S. engineering capabilities.

AEA is a nonprofit association with members in virtually every high-tech center and industry in the United States.

AEA members are from all engineering disciplines including aerospace, chemical, civil, computer, electrical and electronics, industrial, IT, mechanical, and software to list a few.

AEA members are involved from micro-circuits to transmission lines, go-carts to moon shots, energy conversion to energy conservation and from the ocean depths to outer space.

AEA members are from ALL industries, branches and specialties of the engineering community.

AEA is the only engineering association dedicated exclusively to professional needs and concerns of the U.S. Engineering Community.

AEA: Engineers Sharing Common Concerns.


AEA: Engineers Concerned about your Career.

WE communicate, report news, make news, keep engineers aware, publish engineers’ views, improve working conditions, testify before Congress, review legislation, oppose positions and endorse positions.

AEA AND 2,000,000 U.S. ENGINEERS WILL MAKE THINGS HAPPEN.
www.aea.org

AEA: Engineers Achieving Results.

AEA testified against and debunked the engineering shortage propaganda promoted by the National Science Foundation.

AEA supported Portable Pension Legislation.

AEA opposed DOD for encouraging foreign procurement and supported legislation to restrict the practice.

AEA was the only engineering organization to testify in person against the 1990 immigration bill which opened the floodgates for foreign engineers to enter this country permanently.

AEA opposed provisions in the Free Trade Agreement which surrendered our rights to foreign trade attorneys.

American Engineer is the official publication of the AEA.
AE keeps our members informed and unites the engineering community.

It’s time to enhance the Profession, Career and U.S. Engineering capabilities.

Join Professionals from all US Engineering Disciplines, Specialties and Industries

Check out AEA at www.aea.org

Not Enough? Give Us Your Time and Your Support and We Will Get Even Better.

PLEASE POST AND INTRODUCE AEA TO YOUR ASSOCIATES